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ABSTRACT
This course of instruction, intended as an elective
course for grades 10 through 12, is one of a series of curriculum
guides revised to fit the quinmester administrative organization of
schools. The principal goals of the course are to: 1) motivate
students, soon able to vote, toward participation in the American
political process; and, 2) teach them understanding of the workings
of the American political process. The guide is arranged into four
sections. Section 1 lists eight goals for the course. Section 2
outlines course content and includes units on politics, citizens, the
political party system, the structure and functions of political
parties, the convention, campaign, elections, citizens roles, and
evaluation of the American political party system. Section 3 lists
objectives and learning activities for each unit, requiring student
participation. Section 4 provides a bibliography of resource
materials dating from 1955 through 1971, the majority of which are
recent materials, for students and teachers. Related documents are SO
002 208 through SO 002 718. (Author/S.3'M)
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The guide, is divided. into 1) a broad goals section, 2) a. content outline, 3) objectives
and learning activities, and, 4) materials. The first section provides descriptive and
goaloriented information for the teacher; "indicators of success" refers to suggested prerequisite
OT corequisite experiences. The content outline illustrates, in general terms, the scope and
major subdivisions of the course.
The objectives and learning activities section, hopefully,
provides a. total picture of the, concept or main idea and specific behavioral, objectives far
a set of given learning. activities.
The materials section of the guide lists resources in four
categories:
essential textural or other materiali alternate classroom materials to use in
place of or.in addition to the aforementioned; supplementary teacher resources; and "supplementary student resources.
The appendix nay include other material appropriate for a specific
course.:
e.g., pretests, readings, vocabulary, etc.

:the major intent of this publication, is to provide, a broad framework ol goals and. objectives,
content, teaching strategies, class activities, and materials all related to a described course
of study.
Teachers may then accept the model framework in.total or draw ideas from it to incorporate into their lessons.

This course of study was written as part of a total,effort to revise curriculum
to fit the
quinmester administrative organization of schools.
The materials and information in Clis guide
are meant to be neither all-inclusiVe nor prescriptive; but rather, an aide to teachers
as they
plan instructional programs, taking into account student needs and characteristics, available
resources, and other factors.

INTRODUCTION

.

Pericles

in puhlic affalrs, not as one who minds
his own business, but as, one uto is good
for nothing,"

We regard a man, who taices no interest

"TeTsonal merit is the standard
for which a citizen is dist:Anguished..

DESCRIPTION"

COURSE RATIONALE:

PLATFORMS;
SUCH
CAMPAIGNS;

INCLUDES

Considering that 18 year-olds are able to
vote, at least in Federal
elections, it is
more Important than ever that students
understand the workitr,s of the American
political system from a realistic as well as an idealistic
standpoint,
genls of this course are not only for students
The principal
to become more knowledgeable but to
help them attain a deep desire to actively
participate in the American political
processes.

ElectIve
None

'

A STUDY Of TEE, RETATIONSTIP BETWEEN TEE
CITI7EN AND, POLITICAL PAPJU.S, WHICH
AMFRICAN, POLITICAL PARTIES AND THEIR ROLES
IN SHAPING TEE GOI7ERNr: PARTY
THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES' OF OUR
TWO-PARTY SYSTEM; POLITICAL, EIHICS;
FUNCTIONS AS ACQUIRING
CITIZENSHIP, VOTING PROCEDURES, AND PARTICIPATING
AND THE, E1AMINATION OF POLITICAL TRENDS
IN

CLUSTER:
GRADE LEVEL:
COURSE STATUS:
INDICATORS OF SUCCESS'

COURSE

THE STUDENT WILL EXAMINE WHO IS AND HOW ONE', BECOMES A CITIZEN OF THE U.S.A.

THE STUDENT WILL DISCOVER. WHY OUR POLITICAL PARTY SYSTEM DEVELOPED.

THE STUDENT WILL DESCRIBE THE MAKEUP AND INFLUENCE OF OUR POLITICAL, PARTY SYSTEM.

THE STUDENT WILL DESCRIBE' AND EVALUATE THE OPERATION

THE STUDENT WILL DISCOVER AND EVALUATE TEE ROLE OF INTEREST AND PRESSURE GROUPS.

THE STUDENT WILL DEMONSTRATE A WILLINGNESS TO ACTIVELYTARTICIPATE, IN AMERICAN POLITICAL
PROCESSES:

THE, STUDENT' WILL EVALUATE CURRENT POLITICAL TRENDS AND. PREDICT THEIR FUTURE-

2.

3,

4,

5,

6.

7.

8,

THE AMERICAN' POLITICAL, PART/ SYSTEM.

THE STUDENT WILL DISCOVER. THAT EACH, CITIZEN IS HIS OWN POLITICIAN AND HAS A, ROLE TO PLAY
IN THE,
AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM,

1.

COURSE GOALS:

III.

3.

2.

1,

2.

1.

Evils of political
parties
Political pnrties and
their development

Attitudes, of the, Founding
Fathers

Definition

The Political Party System

StatuS of non-citizens
The "ide .1" citiztn

Duties and. rights.

gualificat ions

Ethics
Loyalty
Party discipline

Society as a political
system
Definition
The individual as a
politician
Politicians and the
public
Politicians and other
politicians

Citizen§

E.

D.

C.

B.

A.

Politics

COURSE CONTENT OUTLIN

.

IV,

Major parties
Third parties
Common cbaracteristics
Support groups

2,

1.

Tradition
Third parties

Advantages and disadvantages,
of the two-party system

government.

Influtnre on, the, American

4.

3.

2.

1.

American history.

The Political parties in

B.

A.

Individual member
Prtcinct
City or county
committee
State committee
National committee
Party rules

Choose party leaders
Communicate with all
parts ot the country

2.
3.

Educate anA influence.
voters

1.

Flinctions

6.

5.

4.

3,

2.

1.

Permanent formal structure

The Structure, and Functions of
the Political Parties

E.

D.

C.

V.

2.

1.

Qualifications
Membership in each
party

Tbe party leaders
Tbe party member

Nominate candidates.
Raise monies,

Support a caudidate.
Stnd delegates to._
conventions

public. contracts
Propagandize.

Rtcommend recipients of

Recommend appointees.

EStablish political
clubs
Serve AS appointees.

etc.

Maintain party spirit
Conduct discussions
Contest elections,
nominations, delegations,

D.
E.

C.

B.

A.

Primaries
Runoff prima ies
Sites
Platform

2.

1.

Candidates.

Historical development
Delegates

The Conv ntion

D.

C.

15.

14.

13.

12.

11.

10.

9.

8.

6.

5.

4.

3.

8.

role

Influence of natural factors

End of campaign.

C.

H.

un.:Aring ou!.." ttn vote

Wher
Where
Sir;ervislon
Ballots
Qualifieztiens frr voting

Elections.

B.

A.

Fral-erral club
Lahlr
Service, club

7.

.

Expr

.,n of c.F.4oval

Informal roles

9,

8.

6.

Inter,7,st group

Pressure group
Civic club

1.,:gislative hearings

3.

5.

Lobbyin.

2.

4,

InfornAl rcpresentotion
of an erganitation

I.

Organized roles

12.

C.

A.
B.

Desired traditions

Desired, changes.

Current trends,

Evaluation of tha American
Political Party System and the
Role of the Individual

Dissent.

11.

mdia

help others to register
Volunteer to become a
party worker
Cermunicate with news

Rev.i.r7Ler to vote

Exchange of views
Public fnrun.:jdebrtes
Surycp; voting recotds

Attend moncy-raising or
unifying activities
Exert public opinion

10.

9.

6.
7.

C.

The party's role
The individual citizen's,

.5.

Th e. candidate's role

9.

4.

A.

The Campaign

cant)

VIII. Other Roles the Citizen Plays

.

VII.

VI.

COUNT, CONTEIT OUTLINE

FOCUS

involved in. politics.

AN INFORMAL. LEVEL, A

organizations and the
League of Women Voters,

through local party

people, may be contacted

Note to teacher;
Resources and resource

BASIS, OR IN THE STRICTLY
"POLITICAL" ARENA.

PEZONAL OR IMARSONAL

person Is somewhat

Recognize that each

C17121N ON. A FORMAL Ca

.

THE STUDENT WILL. DISCOVER TEAT EACH CITIZEN IS

POLITICS INVOLVES EACH

GOAL:

4.

3.

.

I.

.

.

to,

Jenkin's The Study of Political Theorx
would be especially useful to the teacher. See also, McDonald,
The Study of Political Parties.

American politics.

Bentham, Machiavelli, etc. to show how the concepts of politics
and the purposes of politics have grown and changed over the
centuries. Emphasize those views which are apparent in

Define politics in as many ways as possible, i.e. classical
definitions and the "everyday" definitions. On political
theory bring in the views of such people as Plato, Aristotle,

indicate any changes on the, part of the student.

such a way that it will be useful as a culminating activity

Have each student fill out a prepared survey to ascertain their
political attitudes, desired political party affiliations, most
admired American political leaders, etc. Develop, the, survey in

yishes to study in this course and twenty specifics he would
like to learn from the Course, Give them some examples to
stimulate their response,

Have' each student list in order of priority' the ten topic's he

definition, of politics starting with the simplest to the most
complex.

Introduce the course by discussing the truism that wheTever he
is found man exists in a political society of s^me sort. In
order to build upon or validate this truism in the students'
minds ask them when and how they have been involved in politics,
their friends, their parents. Some, will say they never have,
been involved. This is an, opportune time to introduce the

LEARNING ACTIVITIES.

LITIC1AN AND HAS A ROIS TO, HAY IN AMERICAN

FOCUS

politician

politician to a.

relationship of a.

-2-

.

intangibles, such as loyalty, ethics, trust1 understanding,
and the idea of give and. take.

How the relatioir;ships among politicians rest upon various

conerned with what the public is thinking, wants or is
likely to reject or accept in the future and how in
return the individual lets the politician know his
feelings (to be studied ih more detail later).

no-J the politician in (or nut oC) office is constantly

How social economic and religious relationShips may
have political linRages

in, our society

are many other cases which could be. investigated.

Assign a student to review the disciplinary action taken by
the House against Rep. Adam Clayton Powell. Then read,
Powell et al. y. McCormack and appraise the. episode. There

d.

c,

b.

politician, and the

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

HOW an individual promotes his own political well-being

Discuss:
a.

.

the relationship of an
individual to a

Analyze an individual
as his own politician,

OBJECTTVE,

B.

Describe the political
rights and duties of an
American citizen.

become a citizen,

USA?

List the qualifications
one must meet to

A.

OBJECTIVE

BECOME A CITIZEN OF THE'

WHO IS AND HOW DOES ONE

FOCUS

.

1.

Under what circumstances is one a natural citizen?
How does an immiprant become a citizen?
What Are the current laws with regard to immigration and
naturalization? Book report on Boggess, Journey to
Citizenship by a student.

b.

What are the rights and duties of an immigrant while in
the process of becoming a citizen?

g.

suggest examplts of each.

Have students

mostly from involvement of the citizen in voting, etc.

Do not get involved too much in this topic, discuss

Distinguish between, rights, and duties.

Note:

Show the filmstrip, Rights and Duties of a Citizen.

f.

How might one lose his citizenship and what are the
applicable laws? Refer to Afroyim v, Rusk.
Can a citizen give up his citizenship status voluntarily?

e.

d.

c.

What is a citizen?

a.

The following questions are suggested for ensuing discussion:

naturalized and report to the class about the speoific
procedures.

A group of students could be assigned
to atttnd a session of a nearby court when aliens art, being

Naturalization Service,

The students could be assigned to find the, qualifications in am
almanac, or one, could be assigned to vrite a letter of inquiry
to the State, Dept., Justice Dept. or the Immigration &

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

FOCUS

.

Describe the status o
a non-citizen.

OBJECTIVE

Who are the various non-citizens living in the US?
What are, the lams, which apply to thee

Under what circumstances may aliens be deportedi

a.

b4
c.

denied protection, (1971) or the. case, of the Gtrmans who
jumped ship, off the coast of Florida, and were grgnted asylum,
(1971) or the case of the Hungarian refugees, (1956) and the
Cuban rtfugees (1960)

Discussion could be centered on defectors and their status,
i.e. the problem of tht Lithuanian who jumped ship off the
New England coast, sought asylum on an American ship and was,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

THE. "IDEAL"' CITIZEN

FOCUS

the, USA.

of am ideal citizen of

Propose a description

OBJECTIVE

3,

2.

I..

.

There may be some interesting variations of interpretations'
and descriptions brought out in these papers which will
serve as beneficial discussion topics.

Croup III - write their description of the "ideal"
citizen from the point of view of an immigrant. Encourage
them to choose immigrants from various parts of the world.

etc.

3roup II - write their description of the "ideal" citizen
from the point of view of a refugee - Cuban, Hungarian,

citizen.

from the point of view of one ho wan a naLurnt-hiwn

Group I - write their description of the "ideal" citizen

An interested student could carry this further and-interview
several citizens using the descriptions: and ideas from the
papers. Refer the student, to, Riker, The. Study of Local Politics,
on conducting and formulating interviews.

that at the end of the course the students can evaluate their
own ideas and conclusions, in a realistic manner after
considering, what they learned from the course.

Have, the students present their papers to the class, then
discuss the. variations, and degrees of idealism that, were,
presented and apply through their own general knowledge how
many citizens; do not meet the "ideals" presented in, their
papers.
The obvious conclusion would be a discussion on how
the students can strive to be an ideal citizen and how they
might help others achieve the sane. Save their papers and
make note of the, conclusions reacted in. this discussion so

c.

b.

a.

Then hnve, the class divide into thrEe groups for the, purpose
of writing a description of an. "ideal" citizen.

films, Are You a: Good Citizen and Citizenship in Action.

Introduce the concept of an "ideal" citizen hy showing the

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

FOCUS

OBJECTIVE

-6-

Suggest that they becom e active members of the Young
Democrats or Young Republicans, if at all possible.

day and to use the terms in reports, discussions and
research. A concluding exercise, (perhaps a part of the final
evaluation) could he, a, terminology tournament or college bowl
type of competitive contest.

Assign each student to make a political dictionaiy for the,
entire 9 weeks,
Encourage the, student to, make entries each

To help them develop, into an active political citizen.assign
students to write one, letter per week, to, a Congressman,
newspaper editor, etc. on a current political issue.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

FOCUS

'POLITICAL PARTIES WERE
NOT PROVIDED FOR IN TEE
CONSTITUTION BUT DID
IENERGE SOON.

.

..

.

not provide, for them.

political parties
developed in spite of
.the fact that the
Founding Fathers did

Discover: why our:

components, which make
up a political party.

List and define the,

OBJECTIVE

-7-

Consider the following statements In order to fulfill
the
objective:

3.

b.

One-party government: is a mockery ot democracy.
"The democratic political process involves a continuing
search for a majority, which is a search for
consensus. and this search is the condition which ensures a,
concern for the interests: and rights of minorities."
(see Goldwin). Therefore political parties
provide the
common denominator in the demands of the above groups.

This topic might he discussed by considering
the follcming
question:
Why did the Founding Fathers regard political
parties,
at their best, as necessary evils? Refer to Goldwin,
Political Partiesj U.S.A. Ch. 4, The Federalist
Papers,
(esp. #10) and Mill, Politics and Progress,
Unit I,
"The Political Process."

2.

a.

If available introduce this topic by showing
the. filmstrip,
The Beginning ot Political Parties.

Assign students to check various dictionaries of
political
science, political science books, and other available
sources
for a definition and the components or factors
which make up
a political party. As the students
report to the class the
teacher might record and coordinate the information
SO that
the students may record it 11 their notebooks for
use
throughout the term. ConcluCie this assignment
by determining
if those groups who say they are political parties
fulfill,
the above descriptions. See McDonald, The Study
of Political
Parties.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I.

1.

IdE STUDENT WILL DISCOVER WHY OUR POLITICAL PARTY
SYSTEM DEVELOPED.

THERE ARE. SEVERAL
VARIATIONS IN DEFINING'
OR CITING TEE COMPONENTS
OF A POLITICAL PARTY.

GOAL

FOCUS

EACH PARTY SEERS TO.
ESTABLISH A, SELECTED
IMAGE OR IMAGES.

;IWHOLE.

AMERICAN POLITICAL
PARTIES HAVE HAD CERTAIN
IICHARACTERISTICS AS A

IN OUR POLITICAL SYSTEM.

PLAYED AN. IMPORTANT' ROLE'

THIRD PARTIES RAVE

1

A.

Identify the
characteristics of
American political
.parties.

OBJECTIVE

4,

3.

2.

1.

a,

The Solid South
The, working classes of the northern industrial cities.
Ethnic. minorities
Religious; minorities

Racial minorities

4.
5.

3.

1.

2,

Democratic Support Groups,

.

Not higtly ideological
HeterogeneouS membership
Generally support and work through the, American system
Conglomerate membership with considerable internal
variations.
Party machinery, methods, etc. are similar
Employ the spirit of compromise

Consider the following breakdown:

f.

e,

d.

c.

b.

a.

Consider the following characteristics:

Have the students make a. chronological chart of the development
of the American political parties. Have the students place
on their'chart the, names of the third parties as they
emerged in the appropriate places and, when ttey disappeared:
(if the. information I.sreadily available). Have students:try to find similarities among the above parties.

history or political science, textbook usually has the,
information,

If the series is available this topic could be studied by
viewing and discussing the filmstrips, Anatom of U.S.
Political Parties.
If they are not available an American

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

THE STUDENT WILL DESCRIBE THE MAKEUP AND INFLUENCE OF OUR POLITICAL PARTY SYSTEM.

A 1WO-PARTY SYSTEM RAS
BEEN CHARACTERISTIC OF
THE AMERICAN POLITICAL
SCENE.

GOAL:

Note: Time will not
allow going into depth
in the history of the
political parties.

FOCUS

OBJECTIVE

.

get the students
verify or validate
This would be an
Interpret statistics,

your own

Businessmen and industrialists
Lower-middle-class small-businessmen.
Small-town dwellers
Suburbia

Third party support groups (select
historic or current)
Rather than lecturing on, the above
involved in research and have, them
each of tte abovi considerations.
excellent way for them to learn to
maps, charts, graphs, etc.

4.

3.

2.

I.

Republican support groups

-9-

Have a student or team devise from reports of the Bureau of the
Census a comparison of population statistics for their state
over the past two decades.
Note especially the rural-urban
distribution and racial characteristics. Determine, if
possible, political implication§ of these changes for your
state and parties.

c.

b.

LEARNING, ACTIVITIES

FOCUS

OBJECTIVE

Have interested students interview a number of voters to ask
why they are registered as they are. Collect data
concerning their family tradition, economic status, and other
characteristics to check the adequacy of their own. explanation.

-10-

U. Have stu.dents read and, discuss selections from Unit 1 in
Milr's Politics, and. Progress, "The Political Process",

10. Have interosted students seek out a number of
persons presently
or formerly affiliated with third parties and ask their
explanation ot their departure from major-party orthodoxY.

9.

EsPecially good for student use here and in following
topicS is Lubell, The Hidden Crisis.in American Politics,

Assign a student to secure from, the, county clerk or registrar
registration figures by party (if available) for the, county,
covering two or more years.

Note:

Students should, now be able to begin to analyze comic strips,
cartoons and possibly comic books with a political theme.
These could make lively discussion topics and could he
employed throughout the entire, course.
For example,.
Mad Magazine, "L'il Abner," etc.

7.

.

Assign the students to listen to a radio or TV discussion
program. Have them analyze the program and the participants'
politics using information they have learned about the makings
of political parties. This could very well he a weekly
assignment with a different focus for analysis each. time.

6.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

two-party. system.

advantages of the

the disadvantages, and,

Identify and evaluate

.

THERE ARE. DEFINITE
DISADVANTAGES! AND
ADVANTAGES TO THE,
TWO-PARTY SYSTEM.

OBJECTIVE

Ident fy the ways in
which political parties
have helped shape the
American government.

FOCUS

.

.

,

.

A student debate might be arranged: There are more advantages
to a two-party system than to a one-party or multi-party
system.

View the filmstrip, Parties, Politics, and Problems and
discuss.

If a class set is available assign the students to read.
Banfield "In Defense of the American Party System,"
Berns, "Reform of the American Party System," and Hardin,
"Emergent Detects in the American Constitutional System"
in Goldwin, Political Parties, U.S.A.

if a class, set is available have the students, read Grod ins,
"Party and Government in the United States" in Goldwin (ed.)
Political Parties U.S.A. Also McDonald, The Study. of Political
Parties Ch, 5 "Party Influence on Officialdom".

A student debate might be arranged:
The political parties
have shaped the, American government more than the American_
government has, shaped the political parties.

Consider for a, topic of discussion "...governmental (here
formal constitutional) factors are, partially responsible for
the ranner in which parties are. structured. So government
causes the, form of the party; party causes the form of
government." (Goidwin p. 1.04)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

THE STUDENT WILL, DESCRIPF AND EVALUATE THE OPERAT1014 OF THE AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTY SYSTEM.

A.
POLITICAL PARTIES HAVE
HELPED SHkPE THE AMERIC.1
GOVERNMENT.

GOAL:

INNOVATORS, OF POLICY,
NOI' HOLDERS OF OFFICE.

11.F.LAYED THE ROLE OF

PiTHIRD PARTIES HAVE

FOCUS.

OBJECTIVE

.

.

Dixiecrat Party
Communist Party
Socialist Party
New Party

The American Independent Party

The
The
The
The

What can happen if the two parties are unable to mediate
controversial issues?
Why is it difficult for a third party to gain support in
the. U.S.? Why has, a"two-party system been
traditional?
What are the alternatives to a party system?

-12-

0

Interested students, could create, comic strips or cartoons
to depict come of the issues mentioned above!

d.

c.

b.

In what sense is it true, to say there is no fundamental
difference, between, Democrats and Republicans?

a,

The following questions might also be discussed:

e.

d.

C.

b.

a,

The more capable, and interested students could malice, case
studies of a third party and its influence on the two parties.
Most students would probably be interested in the more current
ones and the more controversial ones, such as:

Or develop a debate OT panel discussion; The American party
system is no longer adequate to the challenges facing the
American political system. A new third party or a drastic
realignment of parties into, more definite ideologies is
needed to solve the. problem.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

THE PARTY ORGANIZATION
CONSIS.TS OF A FERMANENT
STRUCTURE OR HIERARCHY.

FOCUS

C.

Describe the formal
structure of the party
organization.

OBJECTIVE

-13-

.

1.

Have an interested student or students become involved with
the local or county committee of a political party. Pavelop
a report on its organization, methods of
operation4.ideological
orientations, and the background and views of the leaders of the
committee. How do the findings about the local
party situation
compare with national patternsl

If time is of essence a teacher could prepare the diagram of
the hierarchy en a. transparency and promote a. class discussion
while it is being reviewed with the. students.
Students might
be assigned to write to, party headquarters on each levelto'
obtain the names of the people in each major office. Then
they could give the information to the teacher or the. class.

Have each student make a diagram of the hierarchy of the
two major parties' organization from the local to the nacional
level. Eave the students associate the,
names of people with
specific offices - at least the top, 3 or 5 on each level.
More.may be desired on the local level.

LEAR1IN3 ACTIVITIES.

;YSTEM.

ACI FOLITICAL PARTY
'ERFORMS CERTAIN FUNCTION
zca AND WITHIN THE
UMERICAN POLITICAL

FOCUS

Describe and evaluate,
the functions of a
political. party.

OBJECTIVE

.

.

-14-

b.

a.

Availability of resources, audio-visual materials
High interest to the student
Recent evaluations by political scientists

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Relemancy to current issues
Use of Periodicals & newspapers.
Students cam do their own evaluating
Many of them will be, voters in the next election
Many of them can be actively involved in the
campaign and election process, if it is, an
election year.

Consider the election of 1968 because of:

3.

2.

1.

Consider the election of 1960 because of:

Each of these.functions could be demonstrated by a student or
if desirable a group of students with an authenticated basis,
i.e. using for example the election of the President, 1960,
1964, or 1968 (the class, wuuld have to agree on which one they
were to use) describe and evaluate each function as it would be
used in that election year. Each function cam be related to
either one of these elections. Also, in conducting the class
in this, way the next four or five, concepts would be included,

If a class set is available assign each student to read
Loeb, Plormin!-: Into Politics before they go into depth with
party functions.
It may also serve es a. good source, for
strategy, etc.

First, one could list on the, ctalkboard or on overhead projector
the functions of a. political party. (See outline)
Or more
capable students couid be assigned to research. them.
Some
political science texrbooks have lists included, such as
Ferguson & McHenry, Elements of American. Government.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Level indicated here)

convention. (national

A PARTY CONVENTION

Describe and evaluate,

the role of the party

E.

OBJECTIVE,

COMMIES FINALLY AT

EACH PARTY CHOOSES. ITS,

FOCUS

2.

6.

5.

4.
.

List them according to their

1960

in. America, 1945-1958
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of Chicag2 in conjunction with their report,

they could make a. book report on Mailer, Miami and, the Seige

(proposed above) have ttem present their report on the
conventions of that year. If they are researching 1968,

If your studerts are making a case-study of an election-year

filmstrip, Political Conventions.

Introduee the topic of political conventions by showing the

Filmstrips, The. Presidency and. The Presidential. Sweepstakes..

McGinnis, Ihe Sellinq of the. ?resident

Politics

The Congressional Quarterly Service,

The Yeg York Timis Election iian.-lbook, 1968

White, The Makinc, of the Prsidg-Tr.. 1968

White, The, Makine of the Prr,sident). 1964

White, The Makirc of the Ptosident

Use the film, ihe Makire of the President, 1960, the follyding
books:

newspaper.

Have an interested group of students buy an upstate newspaper
and compare the coverage, editorials, etc. to the local

line, what support group, eto

Analyze
with regard to what interest group is represented, what party

scope, local, state, national, and international.

through public. discussion.

List the 10-15 major prohlems beim; given consideration

Have the cl.ss study a daily newFTopor for a period of time.

LEARNING. ACTIVITIES

FOCUS
OBJECTIVE.

5.

4.

the kinds of issues they could face head-on,

After the platforms
are completed, discuss with the groups the kinds of compromises
they had to make, the kinds of issues they had to avoid, and

the same time preserve the party unity.

reform, education, the draft, the Vietnam war, have each
party group draft a party platform which will appeal to a
broad enourh spectrum, of voters to win an election and at

industrial, farming, and Southern segregationist interests.
Have each sub-group establish its party position.
Using
current issces such as urban renewal, farm subsidies, welfare

represent urban, labor, farming, civil rights, minority ethnic,
and Southern segregationist interests. Sub-groups in the
Repuhlican group could represent Northern financial and

Heterogeneity and party unity.
(Simulation problem). Divide
the class into two groups -- one to be the Democratic National
Platform Comnittee and the other to be the Republican National
Platform Committee. Sub-groups in the Democratic group could

site Is selected and the, various problems involved,

A student could be assigned to, interview the local party
chairman and some of the "city fathers" on hom a convention,

Convention. in 1968.

delegations, such as the one from Mississippi to the Democratic

Investlgate how delegates to the conventions are chosen from
the state of Florida. If time, allows other states' methods
may be brought in. Point out the problem of seating certain

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

II1EN CAMPAIGN FOR THE
UP-COMING ELECTION.

FHE SELECTED CANDIDATES

FOCUS

.

Discover and evaluate
the relationships of
the role of the
candidate, the party,
the party member; and
the individual in the
ensuing campaign,

OBJECTIVE;

1.

.

Evaluating the platfoem
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q.

p,

o.

n,

mi.

l.

k.

.

b.

g.

f.

e.

d.

How did one candidate relate to the other?
(Emphasize, the role of ethics)

.

Why is personal contact still, considered important in
campaigning? How were these mr,del
How did the party hierarchy help the candidate?
Hoy did the party member help tho candidate?
how did the campaign affect the various support groups
of the partyls candidate?
Were there clear-cut issues on which the, individual could
decide?
Did the candidate reflect his partyls image?

spent?
How is spending, regulated by law?

What role did professional campaign management firms play
in the campaign?
How extensively were public opinion surveys used?
How did the relatively nu technological developments; in
transortation and communication atfett the campaign?
How much did, the campaien cost?
Who paid for the costs; of the campaign1
Is it true that the, party or the candidate who spends
the most money always wins?
For whlt purposes, were the largest amounts of money

c.

b.

In planning, his grand strategy; for his campaign, what
factors, did the candidate, consider and emphasize?
What major categories of caTpaign organization
participatedl

a.

If the students; are continuinl their casestudy, have them
report on the campaign of his selected candidate. The
following should be considered:

It would he pertinent to discuss the question, "Should tht
national party convention he abolished?"'

the candidates who were selected.
should come later.

Conclude by reading, each of the party's platforms, and indicate

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

FOCUS

OBJECTIVE

As, a guide to be read before students participate in a
campaign - during an election year this book is
considered. a "must" source for your class.
As a guide for stodents who are participating in
school politics.

b.

Assign the students to evaluate the power of persuasion of a
politician appearing, on T.V. Make a chart to include the
standards and scale, of ratings by which the, evaluation will
be made.
Include such things as use of voice, use of gcstures,
enunciation, geographis appeal with vecabulary usage,
organization of presentation, points made in the speech,
etc.
If the class becomes interested they could evaluate and
compare several politicians over a 9-week period of time.
Assign the students to find examples, in campaign literature
or in newspaper reports of political events, of campaigns,
of the, seven propaganda techniques Listed by the institute
for Propaganda Analyses after discussing, them in. class.

6.

If this is an election year arrarge for a number of,students
to work two or three, days a week for a candidate.

è.

As a, central basis for discussion of campaigns

a.

Conclude the study of campaigns by assigning all students
to read Herzberg, A Student Guidc to Campaign Politics,
if a. class set is available. This book could be used in a
variety of ways.

5.

,

If a case study is not being pUrsued the, above questions can
he used for individual research and class. discussions.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1;

these for their final
evaluation of our political
system at the end of the
course.

smest. Make note of

progress with their study
of elections and voting
procedures they may see
other weaknesses or
changes they would like to

Nate:. As the students

'HE CITIZENS MAKE THEIR
:HOICES ON ELECTION DAY.

FOCUS

American. elections.

Describe and evaluate the
role of the voter in

OBJECTIVE

-19-

2.

1.

7.

b.

a.

as

1. Review the concept of precinct with them.
2. It would be desirable to have a map of Dade County
showing its divisions,

Where are elections held?

bars being closed, etc.

1. An interested student could compare
our election day
and voter turn-out with these of other countries.
2. An interested student might write
an essay or
prepare a speech advocating elections to be held on
Sunday.
3, Discuss the time-span and restrictions, such

When are elections traditionallylleld in the U.S.?
and why on this: particular dayl

Then assign the students to research the following questions
or review with them through a teacher-presentation:

..

Introduce the topic of the citizen and the,
importance of
his role as a voter by stowing the
filmstrip, Personal
Commitment: Where DO You Stand?

persnnality, character, background, and views.
Have each
firm develop a plan for selling its candidate
to the voters,
using the candidate's background, critical election
issues,
and various propaganda and marketing techniques.
Have each
firm present its campaign to the whole class.
Then have the
class evaluate the relative honesty and effectiveness
of the
two campaigns.

Simulation problem: Marketing a candidate.
Select the
two or more most probable candidates who will he
running for
the presidency in the next election on the Democratic
and
Republican tickets. Divide ten memhers of
the class into two
groups, each of which will work as a campaign management
firm
for one of these candidates. Have the class as
a whole
describe each candidate's current public image--his

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

FOCVF
OBJECTIVE,
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e.

d,

c.

Have each student identify the precinct and, exact
place, (as of last election) where hp would vote
if he, were 18 years of age and registered.

Introduce the term poll watcher, polls, etc.
Discuss the need for supervision, checking the
registration book, cheching the machines,
preventing corruption, etc.
ErThasize the importance of the party worker.
Discuss the. value Of voting machines is opposed
to martin ballots by hand, by color, etc.

Discuss how candidates get on a ballot in Florida.
(Interested students may do research and. compare
Florida's procedures to other states)
Discuss how a third party is entered on the ballot.

2.

4.

,

2.

1.

Establish age limit,
residence requirements, citizen status, time limit
before an election, etc.
What are the procedures for absentee balloting?
Incluee in your discussion: American overseas,
homebound citizens, citizens in hospitals, citizens
in American territories, citizens in space, citizens
who have fled to another country to avoid the draft,

to hecome a registered voter?

Refer to the rights and duties of citizens
discussed earlier in the course.
Other than being a registered voter.what other
qualifications or rcstrictions are there - bring
0X: status c
nsane people, persons in jail, etc.
What are the necessary procedures and qualifications

Who can vote and how must one qualify?

.

Discuss, the, long and short forms of ballots,

I.

get his rare on the ballot?

Wh.at kind of ballot is used and how, does
a candidate

4,

a.

2,

1.

Who supervises and conducts the actual voting?

.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

!OlICHc

OBJECTIVE

54

.

How do party werkrrs and others help to "get out"
the vote on election day?
Holy de the weather and other "natural" factors
influence the turn-out?
When.dc the, candidates cease their campaigning? Before.
Or after election day? Any laws regaI-ding tbis?

Conclude this topic with a. discussion! on how hnportant a
single voter is. This should naturally lead to a
discussion and evaluzition of the electoral college. The
students ray.want to organize a debate and, offer a plan to
abolish or alter the electoral college.

etc4

their report as necessary to the questions posed above in
#2.
In addition their studies should indicate items such as,
number of people who voted, breakdown of the, vote into
selected, categories, interesting incidents on that particular
day, rezults of the vote, voting patterns, third parties,

Follow-up with, their "true-stories" (if they are'doing the
case-studies on an election year) on their selected
"Election Day, 1960" etc, They should relate as, much of

Follow tbe above discussions by vieving the film, The True
Story. of An Election if you think it apruos, for your
particular greup.

h.

g.

f.

LEARNI% ACTIVITIES

FOCU5

OBjECTIVE
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.

by the Voting ilirtts Act of 119(5.

.

Discern the effectiveness of Cie voting safeguards provided

Tabulate the numher of elcctions held in your state in
a ,..mrticular year.
How msich did this cost the taxpayer?
Trace efforts in your community by the Junior Chamber of
Ca7rserce and other groups to "gct out the vote,"
Examine local election returns to see if there )s any
evidence of a high incidence of non-voting by particular
racial, ethnic, or economic minorities.

elections.

Have an especially caplble andJnterested student write a.
research paper or present a class, repert,on voter registration
and behavior in your congressional district; include
procedures for registration and possible inhibitors'of
registration; discussion of the history of the boundaries, of
your district and its socio-econemic bacWound; a comparison
of potential registration and actual registration figures;
an analysis of party policy positions and relative party
strength in the district; and, an evaluation of voter turnout
as compared with statewide averages in representative

d.

c.

b.

a.

For individual assignments on this, topic assign an
interested student tol

LEAPNIIIC ACTIVITIES

C.3

HER':

Identify and evaluate the
role of interest groups, and
pressure groups in the
American system.

OFJECTIVT

.

.

2,

1.

a. source.

Assign a student to interview someone who has lobbied in
Congress or a.state legislature and compile a. list of the,
techniques he employed successfully.

as,

Assign a student to compile a list of the, largest spenders
for lobbying in Congress using ne Congressional quarterly

of the lobbying, portions; of the. 1946 act.

Assign a, student to real United States v.,. Rumely and United
States v. Hiarriss and! report OR the constitutionality

thr varlous'pacifist groups, the. "hard hats," Kiwanis,
women's groups, ecology groups, etc.

Then consider the varicus civic, fraternal, and service
clubs that, influence American politics as well as, other lesscreanized groups. Procedure (l 64! 2) could be 6Sed here, also

Then thoTe students making, a case study of an election year
could report on the interest and pressure groups which
influenced the election that year, how it, was done, and over
what issues.

Introduce this, topic by shoving the film, Pressure, Groups.
Then. a student could give a report on the hook by Dexter,
flow Organizations Are, Represented. in. Washington.

LEARNINL ACTIVITIES

T4E. STOUT WILL DISCOVER AND EVALUATE THE ROLE! OF INTEREST AND PRESSURE' GROUPS.

OTHER THAN' THE INDIVIDUAL
AND THI: POLITICAL PARTY.
OTHER. GROUPS PLAY.AN
IMPORTANT ROLE IN TEE
AMERICAN POLITICAL,
SYSTEM.

GOAL:

FOCUS-

OBJECTIVE

8,

Have several students act as representatives of a focal
interest group in the community or in the school.

selectinn a representative sanple of the class and
determine their views on tbese same topics. Once all
groups have completed their polls, have each group explain
its samplin procedures and results. This same exercise'
could be carried out with any other group/s of people.
Refer bp Chase, The Proper Study of Mankind as a handy
source; use Ch. 17,."lhe Science of Polling" and Ch, 18,
"Steps in Opinion Research."

Polling: Develop with the students
the elenents required for reasonably valid opinion polling.
Then tal:e an anonymous poll of the political views of the
class on a nunber of current controversial topics. Oivide
the class into four groups. Assign each group the job of

Simulation problem.

-24-

.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

FOCU5
A.

propose ways in which he
can participate more
effectively in the
American System,

Examine the role of the,
common, citizen and

OMECTIVE

.

2.

-25-

Return to the students their pepers on an ideal citizen
from earlier in the course,
Have thce read them and write
another essay. This essay should v,7-rify their original
thoughts or show how they have changed their thinking or
concepts. Some may be more realistic and some may be even
more idealistic, whatever the case, ip the discussion
following the reading of selected papers the students
should show considerable enlightenment and individual
potential as an"ideal" citizen.

discuss Oliver, Municipal Politics.
Ideas gained from this
pamphlet might prompt them to take part ln some community.
action,

If class set.. is available assign students to read and.

After listing and. evaluating (perhaps listing them in order
of preference or priority by the' class - see outline) the
ways' in which each citizen, the nichel" citizen can
participate more effectively and influentially assign each
student to do everything listed (if at all possible, if he
isn't 18, he, can't register to vote, hut he could be responsible
for getting someone else registered and getting at least one
other person., preferably an adult to do everything tisted, if
he Ins not already done so. l'his could very well be' the
culminatinl evaluation of a student's part in the, course'
awarding, so many points to each participating action, etc.

I.E.AiC'4ING ACTIVITIES

THE. STUDENT WILL DEMONSTRATE A WILLINGNESS TO ACIPELY PARTICIPATE IN AMERICAN POLITICAL POCESSES

THE CITILEN CAN EXERT
CONSIDERABLE INFLUENCE
AND PARTICIPATE IN MANY
WAYS OUTSIDE THE FORMAL
STRUCTURE OF A POLITICAL
PARTY OR A GROUP.

GOAL1

FOCUS

CITIZEN EVALUATES AND
SUGGESTS CHANGES AS A
TRADITIONAL MODE OF
OPERATION.

A.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Uhat prospects do parties present for the future?
What roles have militant factions been able to play in
the American system? What are the present trends?
How effective have conventions been generally in
performing their functions?
What proposals have been made for reforming the
convention method?
Consider the winning party's platform (1960, 1964, 1968)
and decide whether or not the President has followed and
fulfilled the goals and promises made in the platform.

k.

o.

n.

m.

1.

'.iarit are the possibilities of party realignment?

desire,i?

Can a politIclao be ethical and successful at the
same time?
Are the American laxs governing, the acquisition of
citizenship too complex?
What impact ullon American immigration policies can be
expected from a world population "explosion"?
Would it be an "ideal" situation to have "ideal"
citizens?
Hoy can the political parties arouse further public
ini:erest and support?
Vint is meant hy pnrty responsibility? Why is it
difficult to achieve in the U.S.?
Wh-,t recommendations have been made tereform" the
American party system? Are these necessary?
What are the alternatives to a party system?
Ar2 the parties responsive to the general membership's

j.

h.

g.

f.

e.

d.

c.

b.

a.

Consider the following topics and ensuing questions:

how?

very often controversial decisionswho win make them and.

Preface' the concluding activities by iewing the, filmstrip,
The Sevsntica: Dacade for Decision.
Ask
Semendy is going to haw: to make some very influential,
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Evaluate and susTest
1.
chanles if desired in
the American political
party system and the
role of the individual
and in doing so' describe
as well as predict the
.
current and future
trends in the system.

OBIECTIVE

THE STUDENT WILL EVALUATE CURRENT POLITICAL TR.PbS AND PREDICT THEIR FUTURE.

NO, POIITICAL SYSTEM IS
PF3.FECT, 3UT THAT ONE IS
BEST IN' WIACH THE

COAL:

r(lCtI5
OEIECTIVE

.

.

to participate and influence the American system? Why
or why not? Can this, participation.be improved?
How?

it so difficult to reform the electoral college?
1That impact would abolition of the electoral college
have upon, party organizations and roles?
Should more people votel
What is the trend regarding citizen participation?
Do citizens efttetively use the many ways open to them

W!iv is

to tile electoral collee.?

What have hnen the most significnnt changes in
er.rpaining the last 20 yenrs? What are the good and
bad points of these developments?
What effect did Kennedy's. and NcCrthy
campaigns
in. 1958 have on American youth?
What have Leen the recent proposed reformS with regard

-27-

during the. last' 9 weeks.

Another culminating activity may be to have each student'
list all the ways in which he has been involved in politics

Another culminating activity may be to return their papers
on what they wanted to learn from the course and check it in
some selected way to indicate whether Or not they learned
what they had originally designated.

out the same survey administered at the beginning of'the
course, After this is done have them compare the two and
give reasons, either orally or written why changes if any
appear in their answers.

As: one of the culminating, activities have the students fill

V.

u.

t.

s.

r,

q.

P.

EEAkI;I:X., ACTIVITIES

II.

B.

A.

,

.

Chicago:

ilidf!on Crisis in Ar!iric7n rolitics.

1.

Co,, 1971

C7en, Make-; a. Decision. A
Citizen Perticinnts, A

ST 1-l0157
S 1-30034

EjS 1-D2354.

Cornell University

Arn Yo,! a Cnod Citizen?

New Yor!.:,:

Middletovn, Connecticut:

W. W. Norton

Dade Cc,!nty 4

971

A Signet Bork.

(Pnmphlet).

York:

N,w. York:

McCraw-Hill

linkly;-Merrill Co., In

f

The Clencen Press, 1969,

Inc. 1969.

Rand McNally and Co., 1964.

N,w York:

Deverly 1111).;:

Al 1n and Dicon.

Fl

AUDIO-VISUAL

Rossir, Clinton. Parti...., and Politics 1r _merica.
Press, 1960,

Oliver, Donald and Fred M. Newmann, Yunicipal Polities.
Xerox'Corp., 1970.

Sarmiel.

Herzberg, Donald C and J. W. Peltason. A Student Cvie,e. tn
Book Co., 1970.

Goldwin, Robert A. (ed.). Political Parties, U.S.A.

1969.

Deyter, Lewis A. Pm: Ore.eniiees Are Ren-esnnte,ci

Brown, Michael. The. Polirien nnd Anti-Politics of the

=UAL

AITEREATE 'STUDENT AND MSS MATERIAL:

The Arn"Vv, Atiann:

Getting With. Politics: A, Guide for Political Action for Young People. New York.: Dell, 1969, (Paper

Riblcoff, Abraham and. Jon 0,, Neymnn, Politics:

Hoopes, Roy.

RFCOMi:1:NDED 3AS1C TEXEUAL AND OTHER VATERIAT:

MATERIALS:

lrj

III.

13'

26'

30"

11'

20'

4f,11

c..51

28'

RW

C

BW
RW

S 1-30037
S 1-30039
JS 1-10159

js 1.0.030

s 1-)0167

s 1-!,onlo

S 1-110009

T 1-30035

.

Follett Educational

Follett Educational Corp., 1969.

Chicago:

Syracuse University Press, 1962.

Political Parties and Elections.

Politics. Citizenship, and Government.

Grant T. and Leo J. Rosch.
Corp., 1969.

Syracuse:

Political Conventions, Guidance Associates, 1968, 2
filmstrips, 2 records, and. guides.
Presidency, Mr!, New. York Times, 1969.
1 filmstrip, 1 record, and guide.
Presidential Sweepstakes, The, New York Times, 1968.
l'filmstrip, 1 record, and guide.
Rights and Duties of. the, Citizen, The.
Man Learns to Govern Himself Series. Eye Gate, 1954.
1 filmstrip, 1 cassette, and. guide.
Seventies' Decade for Decision The.
New York. Times, 1970.
I. filmstrip, 1 record, and guide.
U. S. Government in Action Series. New York Times, 1969.
6. filmstr4F, 6 ,-ecords, and guides.
Democracy in Action. Bedford Hills, N.Y..:
Museum Extension Service. 9 Resource
mstrips
including. "Political Parties", "The, Ballot", and. "Influencing
the Voter".

Appleby, Paul H. Citizens as Sovereigns.

Ball

1

Pt. II

Pt,

Guidance. Associates. 1968. 4 filmstrips, 4 records,
and guides,
Beginning. of Political Parties, The.
The Development of the American. Republic Series. Society
for Visual Education, 1964, 1 filmstrip, silent.
History of Dissent, The, New York Times,.1968.
1 filmstrip?. I record, and, guide.
Oid Cities: New Politics, Olcott Forward, inc.
2 filmstrips, 2 records, and guide.
Parties. Politics and Problems, American History Series.
Young American Films, 1959.
1 filmstrip, silent.
Personal Commitment: Where Do You Stand.?
Guidance Associates, 1971. 2 filmstrips, 2 records,
and guides.

Anr.4. env of U. S. Political Parties.

Fi lmstrips :

Voting Pro,c,odures

SUPPLEMENTAL PUPIL RESOURCES:

2.

The

Trw, Story ef an Election, The. Pt, 1
True St.i%ry. of an Election, The. Pt. li

Public Dpinion

Prof:,,:ure

1 60

Prr.!.rldr!nr, 1,;60, The

MPAin.57 of the Presith.h-

Citizeno in Actio71

Officr. 1969,

York:

No Ensy Victorie.s,

Totowa, New Jnrsey:

McDonald, Neil A.

'ft

lr

Polit-r,;

Nem York.:

Scott, Forcsman

A Glide for

7port a Cmdidate on the

Random hou..,:e, 1955.

Inc., 1964.

or

University, 1967.

IcxirTton, gassacilusetts:

Illinois:

linw To Pc.cv-..,7.

Glenview

David Y.c.7.7(:,-,v Co.,

The Study of Political Parties.

New York:

is the Kflt?

1968.

Vracel. PnIfticl Actifm:

Iffjjn Co., 192.

Ic Arfeirs.

';,:har

harper and Row Fobiishers,

1962.

Vindi.:Tbilt

LittZefield, Adams

Har2.,er and Rom Publisherr,

NarhvilIe, Tennessee:

Ethnic Politics in A7rir.n.

Loeb, MarshalI erd. Viliiem Safire,
National, State or local Level.

Beyond P1,1ralism:
and. Co., 1970,

Litt, Edgar,

Lincoin Fillene Center for Cit17c-n3hi7, nnd
Youne, Citi7,ans,
New York:
ilowlhton

Litti, JIrGwn end Co., 1969,

W. Wr Norton end Co., Inc:., 1966.

New York:

New York:

The Di,,_orratic Prospect.

Boston:

Brace end Wnrjd, Inc., 1958.

Handler, Edward (ed.). The American Political
Exnerience:
D. C. Heath and Co., 1958.

Gardner, john W.

Frankel, Charles,

Brcourt,

Fthleal lss,,es in American. Life.

Dirr.v Pi1t, New

Fildey, Harold (ed.).

Felknor, Bruce L.

York:

7;nciali7ntiel.

Dctjcar %! of Political Scince,

In Our Ti. New

gunner, JOseph (ed.)
and Co., 1970,

Douglas, PAWL IT,

Devson, Richard. E. and Venneth Prowitt.

Polii,-al'Sehavior,

Wns.in!:.en, D. C.:

1%7.

Pnlif:icel P:::rties end

1.9-10., 3rd cd.

Fur.

Crotty, William J. Donald Fteeman, and Douglas. S.
Gatlin.
Bostonl
Allyn. end Bacon, Ind., 1966.

Gowrnment Printir

NPW Yrrk

Pnlitic,; in Am7.rica.

ifforv ro Citizcnqhin,

Congrersional Qu3rtar1 y Service.

no:igers, Louise.

0

n

to

0
X

President.

Mr, !H.7

1916 Aecodr! for To7lorrou..

Udall, Stewart,

The lo'-inn of

Precien-IWI, Inc., 1963,

Pre:r-P:.rty Polit.c

in

4th ed.

of ToIeviqion.

Their Netoral rfttorv,

th'n:

196c.

.:rglewood. Cliffs,

New. York:
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